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I. Introduction
{1} In one way or another, the Internet has affected or will affect our lives in a profound fashion.[1] The
Internet has fundamentally changed the way society works and plays by providing an inexpensive medium to
obtain information and communicate with others. The current generation of children will be educated through
computer communication, rather than from the confines of a dusty library with outdated books. However, the
benefits of rapid Internet development have also opened a Pandora's box of legal issues and concerns which
merit careful consideration.
{2} With roots in over 160 countries, and without a centralized authority, many now consider the Internet the
last free marketplace of ideas. Civil libertarians and on-line activists are currently fighting a Sisyphean battle
to keep the Internet free of all constraints. Such regulation threatens to curtail the expansion of the Internet by
imposing formidable civil and criminal liabilities for negligent or allegedly illegal on-line activities.
{3} This comment examines recent efforts by legislators, regulators and the judiciary to tame the seemingly
untamable on-line universe. First, it considers the prominent legal cases concerning the liability of on-line
access providers for electronic transmissions. Second, it examines congressional and state legislative efforts
aimed at regulating on-line activities. Finally, it will analyze whether the Internet is a proper candidate for
regulation, and to what extent our existing framework of laws can be adequately used to prosecute illegal on-
line activities.
 
A. Evolution of the Internet
{4} The Internet began innocently in the late 1960's as a government funded computer networking
experiment.[2] First named ARPANET,[3] the Department of Defense created a system of linked computer
networks impervious to any massive disturbance, even nuclear attack.[4] In essence, the Pentagon enlisted
computer scientists to build a system that would allow an unlimited number of computers to communicate
without any single computer serving as the proverbial "traffic cop."[5] Because the Department of Defense
was concerned that a centrally managed computer network would be too vulnerable to nuclear attack, a
decentralized system was necessary.[6]
{5} Ultimately, the Department of Defense succeeded in creating a computer system which could exchange
data from remote locations.[7] Although ARPANET started with just a handful of locations, it was quickly
recognized as a powerful research and communications tool, and was expanded to include universities and
corporations.[8] As ARPANET grew, it was refined, improved and later became known as the Internet.
{6} Today, over twenty-five years after the inception of ARPANET, the Internet stands tall with 45,000
networks wired and accessing more than three million computers.[9] It provides users with the visual
advantages of television and the interactive benefits of a telephone system. It is this perfect blend of sight,
substance, and access which makes the Internet so appealing to its users and the private sector.
{7} The Internet can be distinguished from commercial on-line access providers, such as CompuServe,
Prodigy and America Online,[10] which are isolated services that typically offer limited Internet access.[11]
The Internet is comprised of networks, each of which "represents a group of computers already hooked
together."[12] The individual computers which form a network include government agencies, colleges,
corporations and private individuals.[13]
{8} This short history would be incomplete without briefly observing that until recently, the vast expanse of
information available on the Internet was difficult for novices to explore and obtain. This once arcane system
was simplified by the development of the World Wide Web[14] and a browser program called Mosaic. These
advances quickly created a user-friendly and graphically oriented way to flesh out information on the
Internet.[15] It is from these simple beginnings that the following legal issues have arisen.
 
B. Constitutional Issues
{9} To what extent does regulation of the Internet infringe upon on-line users' constitutional rights? Clearly,
Internet users must be afforded their First Amendment rights to free speech coupled with a Fourth
Amendment right to some freedom from government intrusion. However, the rapid growth of the Internet has
left our current system of laws lagging behind, allowing abuses to occur.[16] Some of these abuses are the
result of Internet "con artists," while others have been perpetrated by overzealous legislators and law
enforcement officials trouncing upon individual's constitutional rights.
{10} In 1969, the Supreme Court of the United States held that speech could not be punished unless it was
"an incitement to imminent lawless action."[17] This same standard must be applied to Internet
transmissions. "Words sent over the Internet may inspire or incite, but the nexus between the words and
subsequent action is far more attenuated than any case in which the [Supreme] Court has approved criminal
sanction . . . ."[18] For example, falsely shouting 'fire' in a crowded movie theater is probably far more
threatening than posting it on the Internet.[19] Arguably, many types of speech, some of which may be
provocative in the physical world, may be far less threatening when appearing on the Internet and thus, less
deserving of censure.[20]
{11} One particular area of recent concern is Internet access to bomb-making instructions.[21] At issue is
whether these recipes for destruction are merely for informative purposes, or are designed to incite others to
imminent lawless action. If the government cannot ban books on bomb-making, it seems reasonable that it
should not be able to outlaw similar publications appearing on the Internet. Nevertheless, many legislators
such as Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.), remain opposed to such on-line publications, arguing that such
material is "incendiary, not academic."[22]
{12} Also exemplary of these privacy issues is the plight of Arnaldo Lerma.[23] Lerma, a Virginia resident,
posted numerous court documents on the Internet concerning the California based Church of Scientology. In
response, the church filed a copyright infringement suit against Lerma and his Internet access provider.
Ultimately, federal marshals and church lawyers obtained warrants, entered his home, and removed all
equipment which could be used to post information on the Internet.[24]
{13} Ostensibly, the Lerma case raises difficult privacy issues. First, if a court document is a public record,
why can't Lerma post it on the Internet? Second, were Lerma's freedom of speech rights violated by
terminating his Internet access? Third, was the seizure of Lerma's computer equipment an illegal search and
seizure in violation of the Fourth Amendment?
{14} Jerry Berman and Daniel Weitzner[25] recently discussed the First Amendment in Cyberspace in the
following terms:
In order for interactive media to develop with the diversity-enhancing characteristics of a
medium such as print - and to win strong First Amendment protections from regulation like those
accorded to print - their architecture must have two key characteristics. First, the architecture
must be open and decentralized, promoting a true abundance of information and communication
opportunities. Second, there must be sufficient user control to enable users to choose what they
want to receive, and what they want to keep out, thus eliminating the rationale for government to
step in and protect various parts of society with intrusive content regulations.[26]
{15} Privacy is mentioned at this juncture only to note the issue. As Internet legislation is promulgated and
Internet litigation increases, privacy will undoubtedly be an issue of paramount importance. However, there
are many other challenges to Internet expansion and regulation.
 
II. Case Law: Liability for On-line Access Providers
{16} An issue of tremendous importance concerns the extent to which on-line access providers can be held
liable for transmissions facilitated through their services. As the massive growth of on-line access services
continues, this issue will undoubtedly be encountered with greater frequency. On-line access providers are in
essence the "deep pockets" of cyberspace[27] and they will obviously be the focal point of future litigation.
In the realm of "libel"[28] there have already been two prominent lawsuits against on-line access providers
which may serve to forecast how the judiciary will interpret future on-line issues.
 
A. Cubby, Inc. v. CompuServe Inc. [29]
{17} In Cubby, the defendant CompuServe was an on-line service providing subscribers with access to a
variety of special interest databases and forums.[30] One of the forums focused on the journalism industry
and provided more specific information concerning broadcast journalism.[31] Ultimately, one of the
publications available on the "Journalism Forum" carried false and defamatory statements about the
plaintiffs, developers of an electronic news and gossip magazine entitled "Skuttlebut."[32]
{18} Interestingly, CompuServe did not dispute that the statements concerning the plaintiff were defamatory.
Rather, CompuServe argued that it "acted as a distributor, and not a publisher, of the statements, and cannot
be held liable for the statements because it did not know and had no reason to know of the statements."[33]
CompuServe had no opportunity to review the contents of publications before they were uploaded into the
company's computer data banks. Conversely, the plaintiffs argued that CompuServe was a "publisher" of the
false statements and should be held to the higher standard of liability accompanying such designation.[34]
{19} At issue was the standard of liability which should be imposed upon CompuServe. If CompuServe
could be likened to an electronic library or bookstore, then it would be considered a distributor of published
material. In Smith v. California,[35] the United States Supreme Court held that a distributor must have
knowledge of the contents of a publication before imposing liability for its distribution. In Smith, the Court
struck down an ordinance which imposed liability on a bookseller for possession of an obscene book
irrespective of whether the bookseller actually had knowledge of the book's contents.[36] The Court observed
that "[e]very bookseller would be placed under an obligation to make himself aware of the contents of every
book in his shop. It would be altogether unreasonable to demand so near an approach to omniscience."[37]
Thus, a distributor is a passive receptacle for information and will not be held liable in absence of actual
knowledge.
{20} If CompuServe was found to have "published" the defamatory statement, it would have been liable as a
culpable party because a publisher who republishes or repeats a defamatory statement is subject to the same
liability as if it had originally published the statement.[38] Whether or not a party will be characterized as a
publisher is largely dependent upon how much editorial control is exercised over a publication. For example,
a newspaper exercises a high degree of control over its final product with respect to editorial judgments and
ultimate content. In Miami Herald Publishing Co. v. Tornillo,[39] the United States Supreme Court held that
the "choice of material to go into a newspaper, and the decisions made as to limitations on the size and
content of the paper and treatment of public officials . . . constitute the exercise of editorial control and
judgment."[40] Thus, newspapers are considered publishers within the legal context of libel and defamatory
statements.
{21} In Cubby, the court characterized CompuServe's product as an "electronic, for-profit library" which
provides a variety of publications and collects subscriber fees in return for access.[41] More importantly, the
court found that "CompuServe has no more control over such a publication than does a public library, book
store, or newsstand, and it would be no more feasible for CompuServe to examine every publication it carries
for potentially defamatory statements than it would be for any other distributor to do so."[42] Therefore, the
court granted summary judgment in favor of CompuServe.[43]
{22} By labelling CompuServe as a distributor rather than a publisher, the court issued the first prominent
legal decision concerning the culpability of on-line access providers. The decision encouraged growth within
the Internet community by reducing the threat of liability to on-line access providers. This has been
evidenced by the massive growth of companies such as America Online, CompuServe, Prodigy, and smaller
companies providing basic Internet access.[44] Cubby allows such companies to exist in a worry free
environment with respect to liability for information appearing as a result of their electronic transmissions.
 
B. Stratton Oakmont, Inc. v. Prodigy Servs. Co.[45]
{23} On May 24, 1995, the Supreme Court of New York granted partial summary judgment against Prodigy
Services Company, finding that it had exercised sufficient editorial control over its computer bulletin boards
to incur liability as a publisher.[46] Prodigy was founded in 1990 and was described by the court as a
"computer network" with no less than two million subscribers.[47] Prodigy subscribers are able to
communicate with one another through various bulletin boards. "Money Talk" was a widely read financial
bulletin board, where members could post statements concerning stocks, bonds, investments, and related
financial matters.[48]
{24} Plaintiffs, Stratton Oakmont, Inc., a securities investment banking firm, and its president, Daniel
Porush, brought an action for per se libel for statements posted[49] about them on Prodigy's Money Talk
computer bulletin board in 1994.[50] The posting reflected that Porush was "soon to be proven criminal" and
that Stratton Oakmont, Inc., was a "cult of brokers who either lie for a living or get fired."[51]
{25} The plaintiffs contended that Prodigy had held itself out as an on-line service which was family
oriented.[52] In an effort to provide a family environment, Prodigy edited the content of messages posted on
its bulletin boards. Prodigy made "no apology for pursuing a value system that reflects the culture of the
millions of American families . . . [and] no responsible newspaper does less when it chooses the type of
advertising it publishes."[53] Plaintiffs further argued that statements such as the prior remark by a Prodigy
official were tantamount to an admission, which proved that Prodigy was akin to a newspaper. As such,
Prodigy should incur liability for defamatory statements posted on its bulletin boards as a publisher.[54]
{26} At issue was whether or not Prodigy had exercised enough editorial control over its bulletin boards to
render it a publisher with the same liabilities as a newspaper. In support of their claim that Prodigy was a
publisher, the plaintiffs introduced evidence that Prodigy promulgated content guidelines,[55] used a software
screening program,[56] utilized Board Leaders,[57] and had an emergency delete function.[58] Prodigy
countered these assertions by observing that although Board Leaders may remove messages which violate its
guidelines, this was not the equivalent of serving as an "editor."[59] For legal authority Prodigy argued that
they were most akin to a distributor, much like CompuServe's position in the Cubby decision.
{27} Unfortunately for Prodigy, the court distinguished Cubby on two scores when granting summary
judgment in favor of the plaintiffs. First, Prodigy held itself out to the public as a service which controlled the
content of its bulletin board postings.[60] Second, it had implemented this control through its software
screening program, and utilized Board Leaders to enforce its policies and guidelines.[61] "Prodigy has
uniquely arrogated itself the role of determining what is proper for its members to post and read on its
bulletin boards."[62] Thus, the court concluded that Prodigy was a publisher and should incur the normal
level of liability associated with such a status.[63]
 
C. What are the Implications of Cubby and Prodigy?
{28} In writing the Prodigy opinion, Justice Ain observed "that Prodigy's current system . . . may have a
chilling effect on freedom of communication in Cyberspace, and it appears that this chilling effect is exactly
what Prodigy wants, but for the legal liability that attaches to such censorship."[64] Justice Ain was not
attempting to promote this "chilling effect" by deciding against an access provider. However, Prodigy may
now serve as a vehicle to curtail or discourage the development of the Internet by causing access providers to
fret about potential legal culpability.[65] Worse yet, access providers may turn a blind eye to any and all
communications disseminated through their services in an effort to reduce their potential liability as a
"publisher." This may result in an increase in Internet activity involving precisely the kind of material, such
as pornography and bomb-making manuals, currently generating paranoia among the general public.
{29} Cubby was clearly a blessing for access providers since it severely reduced their level of culpability.
Prodigy agreed that access providers "should generally be regarded in the same context as bookstores,
libraries, and network affiliates."[66] However, the Prodigy court found that it was Prodigy's own conscious
decisions which altered its liability and resulted in it being labelled a publisher.[67] "Prodigy's conscious
choice to gain the benefits of editorial control has opened it up to greater liability than CompuServe and other
networks that make no such choice."[68]
{30} Nevertheless, the Prodigy decision is a signal that access providers must be wary. Since access
providers are the "deep pockets" of the Internet, cases like Cubby and Prodigy merely foreshadow the
onslaught of litigation which will ultimately plague the industry. As previously noted, the growth within the
industry has been tremendous and revenue has been generated at a remarkable pace. Many feel that access
providers are the best entities to assume culpability.
{31} For example, in P.C. Computing magazine's letters to the editor the following comment entitled "Punish
the Providers" appeared:
There is a need for some sort of Internet regulation. It's nearly a lawless environment in which
nasty people can and do harass innocent participants with impunity. E-mail and online
communications are no more worthy of free speech protection than harassment by telephone.
Making providers liable may well be the only practical means of control.[69]
{32} However, one should examine the true implications of making computer access providers liable. First,
the cost of monthly and hourly fees paid to access providers will likely increase. While many observers
speculate that access costs will decline as the Internet expands and the cost of high-speed connections comes
down,[70] this may be offset by increased expenses for litigation, lobbying, and insurance.
{33} As access providers become entangled in webs of litigation, they will be required to retain counsel and
incur legal expenses to fight courthouse battles.[71] Similarly, state and federal legislative efforts concerning
on-line transmissions will necessitate even more lobbying by the access provider industry. As a last resort
measure, access providers will have to obtain comprehensive insurance policies to protect their businesses
from potential "runaway jury verdicts."[72] All of these costs will naturally be passed on to consumers in the
form of increased subscriber fees and hourly rates.
{34} Second, an increase in the likelihood of liability will discourage the growth of the access provider
industry and thus stunt the expansion of the Internet. This will be a tremendous loss for society, given the
Internet's benefits of access to information and commercial business. Moreover, a slow down in Internet
expansion could equate to economic losses for many private investors[73] and companies.
{35} It appears that lines of demarcation with respect to liability will ultimately be drawn by Congress. The
court in Prodigy observed that the issues it considered may "be preempted by federal law if the
Communications Decency Act of 1995 . . . is enacted."[74] Thus, state and federal legislators appear willing
to take these issues into their own hands.
III. Attempts to Legislate and Regulate the On-Line Universe
 
A. Internet Legislation
{36} Federal and local governments have responded to the Prodigy decision and other well-publicized
problems, such as on-line pornography, by promulgating legislation. At issue is who should bear the brunt of
on-line liability: the individual or the access provider of the improper material. It appears logical that a party
who creates prohibited material should be legally culpable. For example, the creator of child pornography is
guilty of a crime irrespective of whether the material is distributed through the Internet or in printed form.
But how can these matters be policed when such material may be transmitted either anonymously[75] or
pseudonymously?
{37} Many legislators want to target the access provider of improper material because the distributor is better
situated to prevent or control an initial transmission. Some lawmakers contend that an access provider which
knowingly transmits a libelous statement posted by a subscriber should bear some level of legal liability.
Ostensibly, there are numerous enforcement and deterrent advantages to regulating on-line access providers.
However, is liability better suited to fall on the creator of improper material?
{38} Federal and state lawmakers have been struggling to reach agreement on what regulatory approach is
best suited to handle the evolving issues surrounding this medium. Some legislative attempts have been
premature, while others are complex and sophisticated. Regardless of whether or not these bills have become
or will remain law, they are indicative of future legislative efforts to regulate on-line activities.
B. Setting the Stage: History of Communications Regulation
{39} To understand how recent Internet legislation fits within the current regulatory scheme, it is useful to
examine the history of telecommunications technology.[76] Radio and wireless telegraph were the first
modern communications media in this country. Congress passed the Radio Act of 1927,[77] which founded
several of the fundamental communications regulatory policies. The Radio Act required federal licensing for
broadcasters[78] and granted all enforcement powers to a single agency, the Federal Radio Commission
(F.R.C.).[79] The Radio Act protected broadcasters' material from government censorship, yet imposed a
prohibition on "obscene, indecent, or profane language by means of radio communication."[80] This
regulation was viewed by both radio broadcasters and politicians as beneficial to the economy because it
provided the structure necessary for the fledgling communications industry.[81]
{40} Soon after the Radio Act was passed, television and telephone were introduced into mainstream
America. Because the Radio Act did not regulate these communication systems, Congress passed a
comprehensive law to include regulatory authority over evolving technologies. This law was called the
Communications Act of 1934, and in its amended form remains the primary legislation for communication
technologies and wireless systems as we know them today.[82]
{41} The Communications Act of 1934 transferred federal enforcement authority over communications from
the F.R.C. to the newly authorized Federal Communications Commission (F.C.C.).[83] The Communications
Act of 1934 maintained the separation between print media and other radio and wire communications, but it
created a division between regulated broadcast media[84] and common carriers.[85]
{42} Although the F.C.C. was granted broad jurisdiction to regulate the entire common carrier
communication industry, the F.C.C. refused to regulate the computer technology industry. Computer
technologies were considered "data processing" rather than communications. They were therefore not subject
to regulation because the F.C.C. believed that regulating data processing together with communications could
adversely affect competition in the sale of the data processing services.[86] It was not until 1976 that the
F.C.C. determined that the data processing industry and the communications industry were inextricably
linked, and reasserted its authority to regulate comprehensively.[87]
 
C. Congressional Actions to Regulate the Internet
{43} In June 1995, the United States Senate approved amendments to the Communications Act of 1934.[88]
Senator James J. Exon (D-Neb.) and Senator Daniel Coats (R-Ind.) sponsored the Communications Decency
Act (CDA), which restructured the original act to incorporate computer communications under the statute and
utilize F.C.C. regulation over the telecommunications industry.[89] Although this bill was modified and
adopted as part of the monstrous Telecommunications Act of 1996,[90] an examination of its original form is
reflective of the problems inherent in a highly regulatory approach to the Internet.
 
1. The Original Communications Decency Act[91]
{44} Because they are not currently within the confines of F.C.C. regulation, users and operators of the
Internet have had virtually free reign to post or send uncensored messages and images to other on-line
subscribers. The Senate wanted to limit user and operator autonomy by giving regulatory control to the
F.C.C.[92]
{45} The original version of the CDA would have placed increased civil and criminal liability on on-line
access providers for transmitting "obscene" or "indecent" messages with the intent to annoy or harass.[93]
Violators would be punished with fines of up to $100,000 and up to two years in prison.[94] In a nutshell, the
bill treated the Internet like a radio broadcast by imposing restrictions on freedom of expression. Under these
principles, according to the United States Supreme Court's ruling in F.C.C. v. Pacifica Foundation,[95] the
Internet would be provided the most limited First Amendment protection. In Pacifica, the Court held that the
F.C.C. could prohibit from public radio broadcast comedian George Carlin's seven "Filthy Words."[96]
Although these words were admittedly not "obscene," the F.C.C. was allowed to regulate "indecent" material
on the radio to the extent that radio broadcasts intrude into the private lives of adults and particularly
children.[97]
{46} Pacifica's approach to the regulation of indecent material is based on a nuisance rationale as proposed
by the F.C.C.[98] The Court sanctioned the F.C.C.'s approach by examining two unique characteristics of
broadcast media:[99] (1) broadcast media has a "uniquely pervasive presence" in our lives,[100] and (2) it is
uniquely accessible to children.[101] The court recognized how easily decent and indecent material could be
thrust into the homes of private individuals by merely turning on a radio or television.[102] This pervasive
presence, coupled with its random and widespread accessibility to children, persuaded the court that F.C.C.
regulation of indecent material under a nuisance rationale was both necessary and appropriate.
{47} Internet services, however, are not invasive in this same manner. Individuals take affirmative actions
when they seek out information on the Internet. Children are not inundated with indecent or pornographic
material; instead, they must ferret out such information through an interactive medium.[103] Despite these
distinctions, the original Senate-approved version of the CDA attempted to equate the Internet to radio
stations.
{48} There were three key problem areas with the CDA legislation.[104] First, the CDA prohibited material
on the Internet that was not prohibited in print.[105] The bill did not distinguish between material that may be
"indecent" and hard-core pornography. A failure to distinguish between these terms raises serious
constitutional questions. Second, the bill recognized no difference between minors and consenting adults with
regard to restricted access to indecent materials.[106] Finally, there was concern that the bill would be
ineffective in catching the "real criminals" because it imposed criminal liability on access providers rather
than individuals.[107]
{49} Ultimately, this bill would have had far reaching effects and, if passed as written, would likely have
been challenged on constitutional grounds.[108] The United States Supreme Court has held that while
obscenity is not protected under the First Amendment, adults do have a right to view or listen to materials
that fall below the level of what is considered "obscene."[109] Obscenity, as defined in the landmark case of
Miller v. California, is material that offends the average person of the community, or when taken as a whole,
lacks "serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value."[110] This standard may be difficult to apply to
on-line services: the Internet "community" may be broadly construed as to include the whole nation or planet.
{50} Internet access providers were understandably concerned about the prospective legislation, since the
CDA imposed criminal liability on access providers who allowed the prohibited material to be carried on or
through their systems.[111] However, according to the bill's sponsors, liability was subject to a general
knowledge standard.[112] Proponents of the original bill argued that it was simply an extension of the Dial-
A-Porn law[113] passed in the late 1980's. This law was a congressional response to public outcry over
children's easy access to the booming 'phone sex' industry.
{51} The original Dial-A-Porn law amended section 223(b) of the Communications Act of 1934 to
completely prohibit "dial-a-porn" services.[114] The law was struck down in Sable Communications of
California v. F.C.C.[115] which held that section 223(b)'s ban on "dial-a-porn" services did not implement the
least restrictive means to serve the government's compelling interest of shielding minors from pornographic
telephone messages.[116] Indecent material, when readily accessible to children, is provided limited First
Amendment protection; however, it is offered full constitutional protection for adults.[117] A complete
prohibition on "dial-a-porn" services denies access to constitutionally protected material. The Court
indicated, however, that the use of screening devices for children, such as providing a credit card number,
might be a constitutionally permissible alternative to the flat prohibition on "dial-a-porn."[118]
{52} Congress responded by passing another amendment to the Communication Act of 1934, adopting the
Court's suggested constitutional alternative.[119] It required telephone companies to block all indecent "dial-
a-porn" unless the subscriber made an affirmative request for access.[120] The F.C.C. has interpreted this to
mean that dial-a-porn services must restrict access by requiring: (1) credit card payment, (2) use of an access
code, or (3) message scrambling.[121] If a provider utilizes one of the restrictive measures, a presumption
arises that the user is an adult and this presumption serves as a defense to liability.
 
2. The Revised and Adopted Communications Decency Act
{53} The adopted version of the CDA contains many of the same provisions as the Senate-approved version,
with the noted exception of F.C.C. jurisdiction. While the original version granted jurisdiction over the
Internet to the F.C.C., the most current version grants the F.C.C. only a consultative role to "describe
measures which are reasonable, effective, and appropriate to restrict access to prohibited communications."
[122] The F.C.C. is granted no enforcement authority over such measures.[123]
{54} The current text of the CDA also includes a provision similar to the "dial-a-porn" restrictive measures
defense. A person is not liable under this Act so long as he "has restricted access to such communication by
requiring use of a verified credit card, debit account, adult access code, or adult personal identification
number."[124]
{55} Although this bill was accepted by both the House and Senate by a wide margin,[125] access providers
and civil libertarians continue their opposition to the indecency standard incorporated into the adopted
version of the CDA. This anti-indecency provision raises the same constitutional questions as in the Senate-
passed version, and will likely be challenged by free speech interest groups in the near future.[126]
 
3. The Cox-Wyden Bill[127]
{56} The United States House of Representatives passed the Internet Freedom and Family Empowerment
Act on August 4, 1995 as a direct response to the Prodigy decision and the original version of the CDA. This
act was sponsored by Representatives Chris Cox (R-Cal.) and Ron Wyden (D-Or.) and was passed in the
House by a remarkable vote of 420 to 4.[128] The bill specifically prohibited the F.C.C. from regulating
material on the Internet.[129] Rather, it released access providers from liability if they exercised editorial
control over their transmissions. The bill ensured that access providers could actively screen out obscene
material without incurring liability for every message transmitted, so long as they made a "good faith" effort
to screen their services and provided screening devices for parents.[130]
{57} By prohibiting F.C.C. intervention, the Cox-Wyden bill virtually eliminated the prospect of federal
content-based regulation of the Internet. It focused on screening indecent material from children, instead of
regulating or eliminating the material from the Internet altogether. The bill attempted to "remove
disincentives for the development and utilization of blocking and filtering technologies that empower parents
to restrict their children's access to objectionable or inappropriate online material . . . ."[131] Naturally, this
bill was favored by on-line users and access providers. The latter were shielded from liability, while the
former continued to enjoy a decentralized and uncensored Internet.
{58} However, the Cox-Wyden bill failed to directly address the concerns of parents and teachers regarding
children's continued Internet access to indecent and obscene materials. The bill's focus on screening devices
carried a less powerful punch than its proponents would have liked to admit. The bill's language merely
provided that as a general "policy," the government should "remove disincentives" for the development of
screening and blocking devices.[132] This language is suggestive, but vague. It did not mandate any behavior
or specific actions by access providers to further this policy. For those who feel that F.C.C. jurisdiction may
be appropriate, the Cox-Wyden bill failed to grant proper control over the medium.
{59} The House-approved Cox-Wyden bill would have preserved the status quo that many Internet users and
civil libertarians so desperately desire.[133] It would have imposed no additional culpability on access
providers, and would shift the burden of responsibility to the individual user. One advantage of the bill is that
it eradicated the constitutional and enforcement problems inherent in the original version of the CDA and
other legislative efforts. With the Cox-Wyden bill, free speech reigned supreme and enforcement was left to
watchful parents and our existing framework of laws. The majority of the Cox-Wyden bill was collapsed into
the adopted version of the CDA, with the notable exception of Cox-Wyden's prohibition on F.C.C.
jurisdiction. In lieu of the Cox-Wyden approach to F.C.C. jurisdiction, the CDA grants the F.C.C. a
consultative role in helping determine appropriate standards for indecent material available on-line.
Nevertheless, the F.C.C., under the adopted CDA, is prohibited from enforcing those standards.[134]
 
D. State Actions to Regulate the Internet
{60} Although federal efforts to regulate the Internet appear frequently in the news, state lawmakers have
also been aggressively targeting on-line material. For example, Georgia recently enacted a statute prohibiting
the computer transmission of bomb-making instructions.[135] The Commonwealth of Virginia enacted into
law Senate Bill No. 1067[136] on May 5, 1995. The bill was sponsored by Senator Bob L. Calhoun, in an
effort to restrict child pornography on the Internet. Governor George F. Allen signed the bill despite concern
from the telecommunications industry that it would be held criminally liable for the conduct of their
customers.[137] This law may be of particular interest to some of the large access providers, such as America
Online, which are located in Virginia. And while Virginia law is by no means exhaustive, this statute does
provide an excellent example of issues confronting state legislative efforts at regulating the Internet.
 
1. Virginia's Ban on Internet Child Pornography
{61} In essence, this law seeks to expand the definition of "sexually explicit visual material" to include child
pornography distributed through the Internet. Sexually explicit materials are now defined to include "digital"
images of child pornography.[138] This law also makes it unlawful to knowingly take part in a "computer-
generated reproduction" which utilizes or has as a subject a person under eighteen years of age.[139] Most
significant, however, is a provision that imports criminal liability on a person who "electronically transmits"
sexually explicit material involving a person under eighteen years of age.[140] On its face this provision
appears to punish anyone who transmits pornography, irrespective of whether the material was transmitted
with knowledge.
{62} The Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Virginia, James S. Gilmore, issued a formal opinion
regarding this controversial provision.[141] The opinion, dated April 21, 1995, was sent to Senator Calhoun
less than two weeks prior to Governor Allen signing the bill into law. The opinion recognizes that section
18.2-374.1(B)(4) of the Virginia Code fails to use the word "knowingly." However, the opinion affirmatively
states:
[A]n electronic or on-line network that transmits material nevertheless would be culpable only if
it knew of the contents of that material. Indeed, the Supreme Court of Virginia has read a scienter
requirement into similar provisions of [section] 18.2-374.1, even when that requirement was not
expressly stated therein.[142]
Therefore, the scienter requirement is inherent in the Virginia statute, regardless of whether the explicit
"knowledge" language appears. Without such an interpretation, this law would impinge on First Amendment
rights.[143]
{63} When this statute is read in conjunction with the Attorney General's Opinion, it is apparent that access
providers will be afforded a safe haven from criminal liability when improper material is transmitted without
knowledge.[144] Interestingly, this bill may have been somewhat redundant given that the original statute
would have likely encompassed Internet child pornography.[145] However, Senator Calhoun proposed the
bill in an effort to inform state residents that pornography transmitted through the Internet is being addressed
by the state legislature.
{64} As a final note, this law, as well as other state legislation targeting on-line activity, may be short-lived.
These state laws may be preempted by federal legislation, such as that previously discussed.[146] However, it
is possible that federal legislation may give the states some autonomy to regulate their on-line transmissions.
 
IV. Is Our Existing Framework of Laws Sufficient?
{65} Is our existing framework of laws capable of regulating Internet legal issues? As the rash of federal and
state regulations reflect, many legislators feel that our current system of laws will be unable to handle the
dynamic Internet and digital transmissions. However, access providers, software companies, and Internet
users contend that the Internet can regulate itself and that our existing laws can handle situations which
emerge. In areas analogous to real world problems, our existing laws effectively encompass Internet legal
issues. In some other cases, the issues presented by the Internet are simply too unique to be managed by our
current framework of laws, and demand legislation if they are to be regulated. To determine if our current
system of laws is adequate to encompass Internet "Cybercrimes" and other improper activity it may be useful
to review some recent examples of how our current system has dealt with these new issues.
 
A. Collisions in Cyberspace
{66} Bryan Sisson, a forty-five year old unemployed truck driver, travelled to Wisconsin to visit a young girl
whom he met through the Internet.[147] However, this is not a romantic story about two lost souls who met
through the Internet and lived happily ever after. Sisson responded to a message from "Jessica," who wrote
that she was fourteen years old and that "older guys treat you grown-up."[148] Sisson communicated with
"Jessica" for approximately nine months, discussing her sexual experiences and even sending her sexually
explicit pictures of himself.[149]
{67} When Sisson arrived in Milwaukee to obtain a motel room for a meeting with "Jessica", he was arrested
by FBI agents and charged with traveling across state lines for the purpose of engaging in a sexual act with a
minor. "Jessica" was a fictitious persona developed by a female private investigator who was disturbed by the
amount of sexually explicit material available on the Internet. Bryan Sisson pleaded guilty to the charges, and
he is free on bond with the condition that he not use the Internet.[150] Sisson's criminal history reflected that
he had previously been convicted as a pedophile.[151]
{68} To some extent, this example demonstrates the ability of our existing framework of laws to punish
criminal activity on the Internet. The fact that Sisson used the Internet to perpetrate his crime did not affect
the FBI's ability to bring charges against him. However, Sisson was not arrested until he actually travelled to
Wisconsin for the purpose of engaging a minor in sexual activity. What if Sisson had never done anything
more than talk dirty to "Jessica" and send explicit pictures of himself - would he have been criminally
prosecuted? The answer is less clear.
{69} The sting which caught Sisson was unique because it was initiated by a private individual instead of law
enforcement officials. "Jessica" was not the fourteen year old girl she purported to be, but rather a
sophisticated woman who baited Sisson with a young girl's image in an effort to solicit information she
would ordinarily find offensive. Supporters of a decentralized Internet would likely contend that "Jessica's"
behavior runs contrary to the spirit of the Internet. That is, if you seek out a certain type of material available
on the Internet, it is presumed you want to receive it; likewise, if you find material offensive, you have the
power to abstain. This is the so-called beauty of interactive media when compared to mass media.
{70} Nevertheless, other Americans maintain that it is irrelevant how purveyors are caught. A Florida
newspaper recently posed a question to its community involving a problem similar to the Sisson case:
Question 1: A Florida Department of Law Enforcement agent recently charged a man with
meeting young boys through computer services. Should officers be patrolling the Internet for
pedophiles and purveyors of pornography?
. . .
Eileen Constanza, Wildwood: "I don't think these perverts should use our computer systems or
any other systems to recruit our babies for their pleasure. They must be stopped. I also think any
rapist of any kind should be 'Bobbitted.'"[152]
{71} Obscenity on the Internet is another issue challenging our legal system. Perhaps the first conviction on
the Internet for obscenity was the well-publicized case of Robert and Carleen Thomas. This California couple
distributed obscene images through the "Amateur Action Bulletin Board System" which they ran via the
Internet.[153] The couple was tried in Memphis after a Tennessee resident downloaded obscene material
from Thomas' private computer bulletin board. On July 28, 1995 they were found guilty under an existing
federal criminal statute which prohibited the distribution of obscene images.[154]
{72} Once again, this appears to be an example of how the existing framework of laws is capable of dealing
with these problems. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas were prosecuted under federal laws established for the
distribution of obscene images. However, as litigators become more sophisticated at distinguishing new
interactive media from the more traditional mass media, it will be difficult for such laws to remain applicable.
How will our society deal with obscene material distributed by citizens from other nations utilizing the
Internet? Is obscene material appearing in a digital fashion applicable to the same standards as printed
material of the same nature? Moreover, the person who received the obscene material from the Thomas'
bulletin board sought it out and downloaded it for safe keeping. Shouldn't individuals assume the risk of the
material they seek out?
{73} Another interesting case involved a University of Michigan student, Jake Baker. Baker posted a story on
the Internet in December 1994 in which he described torturing, mutilating, and sodomizing a woman while
she was tied to a chair. The short story ends with Baker lighting a match, as if to burn down the woman's
apartment, and bidding her farewell. Most disturbing was that the woman depicted in Baker's vignette shared
the same name as a fellow student from the University of Michigan.[155]
{74} Baker's story was discovered by a University of Michigan alumnus who was "surfing" the Internet in
Moscow.[156] In February 1995, Baker was "charged with five counts of sending threats to injure and kidnap
across state lines via the Internet . . . [and] face[d] up to five years in prison if convicted."[157] Baker was
jailed for twenty-nine days because his actions indicated he was potentially dangerous.[158]
{75} United States District Court Judge Avern Cohn dismissed Baker's case by ruling that the electronic
message did not rise to the level of an illegal threat.[159] The prosecution had to prove that Baker intended to
carry out the threats on the student named in his story.[160] Judge Cohn called Baker's jailing "disturbing"
and "inexplicable,"[161] and said that the student's discussion of his desires did not represent an intent to
carry out such acts.[162]
{76} The Baker case presents one instance where the law was unable to accommodate an Internet
confrontation. Baker's vignette never rose to the level of an illegal threat against his fellow student because
the message was not sent directly to her. However, statutorily prohibiting Baker from posting his fictional
story runs a serious risk of violating the First Amendment's guarantee of Free Speech. While most Internet
users may not condone the content of Baker's writings, many believe there is a place for them on the Internet.
{77} Our legal system seems to warrant mixed reviews regarding its ability to handle the issues of obscenity,
solicitation and threats on the Internet. The Sisson and Thomas cases are successful examples of the law
punishing undesirable Internet behavior. Conversely, the Baker case represents one situation where current
law simply failed to anticipate Internet conduct which may be viewed as undesirable.
 
B. Potential Conflicts
{78} One developing conflict between current law and Internet activity concerns on-line gambling. On-line
"bookies" and "casinos" exist on the Internet and allow people to place bets on a variety of events. Obviously
gambling in the United States is illegal, except for a few select places such as Las Vegas or Atlantic City.
However, citizens from any state may get on-line and place a bet with an Internet site that is located in a place
where gambling is legal. At issue is whether or not these actions are criminal and the extent to which there
are laws available to prosecute offenders.
{79} I. Nelson Rose, a law professor at the Whittier Law School in Los Angeles and an expert on gambling
law, describes the future of on-line gambling as follows:
The technology for a virtual reality casino already exists. Put on a helmet that surrounds you
with sights and sounds, tie it to a computer that shifts the scene in response to your movement
and you can be anywhere you want, including a casino in a foreign country, while your body
never leaves home.[163]
{80} A formidable barrier to on-line gambling is the Interstate Wire Act (IWA).[164] In essence, the IWA
makes it a crime for someone in the business of gambling to transmit a bet using a telephone line which
crosses a state or national boundary.[165] The law, however, only makes it a crime for a business to receive a
bet, rather than aplayer to place a bet.[166]
{81} So how can the Global Casino[167] site on the World Wide Web legally exist on the Internet? The
operation is described as "an international leisure and entertainment organization offering world-wide
wagering on sporting events utilizing toll-free telephone communication, world-wide wagering on the
Internet through the use of home computers . . . ."[168] Sports International, Ltd. and Intracorp., Inc. entered
into a joint venture to create the Global Casino, which is located in Antigua.[169] Gambling is legal in
Antigua, a constitutional monarchy under the British Commonwealth.[170]
{82} Does the IWA allow the Global Casino in Antigua to accept bets from the United States? According to
Rose, a foreign national located in a foreign country will not have to worry about laws affecting his American
customers, since the sovereignty of nations doctrine will apply.[171] Moreover, it is doubtful that the United
States government would want to send FBI agents to raid foreign countries.[172]
{83} Additionally, state laws may criminalize on-line gambling. Some states make it a crime to place a bet
outside of licensed outlets.[173] Clearly, this makes it a crime for every individual of that state to place a bet
on the Internet. However, the Internet casino might also be liable as an "aider and abettor" to the bettor's
crime.[174] The problem is that state criminal statutes are presumed not to have an extra-jurisdictional reach
and thus would not apply to foreign countries.[175]
{84} As it stands, the states have taken a "patchwork approach" to on-line gambling. In Minnesota v. Granite
Gate Resorts, Inc., a recent case filed by the Minnesota Attorney General, the State charged the resort with
deceptive trade practices, false advertising, and consumer fraud for running a sports handicapping service.
[176] According to the information acquired by the Attorney General, this group was ready to market a new
service called Wagernet, where individuals could place bets on-line by simply using a credit card. The
Minnesota Attorney General has promised to prosecute anyone running a gambling operation in Minnesota in
which its citizens may have access.[177]
{85} Florida has taken a different approach to on-line gambling. A formal opinion issued by the Attorney
General's office notes that "[e]volving technology appears to be far outstripping the ability of government to
regulate gambling activities on the Internet and of law enforcement to enforce such regulation."[178] In
response to this problem, the state of Florida has taken the position that on-line gambling is a problem of
national and international concern which cannot be resolved by the varying approaches of a handful of states.
{86} Internet gambling is just one of the many legal issues that will be confronted in the near future. Whether
or not it will be addressed through existing laws, new laws, or deregulation is still unclear.
 
C. An International Perspective to Internet Challenges
{87} Because the Internet connects no less than 160 countries, other nations are surely struggling with the
same issues as our own system. But many of these nations fail to embrace the democratic principles and
constitutional rights that our country prides itself on. For example, Vietnam has benefitted immensely from
the Internet since it is an isolated nation trying to build ties with the outside world. The Internet's instant
access to information from other countries has been invaluable to Vietnam. In an effort to foster continued
access, Vietnam has decided to make available uncensored information. This move could undermine
Vietnam's current political control.[179] This decision seems somewhat odd considering that the Communist
party retains tight political control over Vietnam and even runs the country's press.[180] However, the
Vietnamese government must believe that any political disadvantages from the free exchange of information
will be outweighed by the prospect of economic gains.
{88} As one might expect, China has restricted access to the Internet. The Chinese government prohibits
using the Internet for anything but academic purposes.[181] The continued growth and access of China's
Internet has led authorities to seek measures which will block access to objectionable material.[182]
Similarly, Singapore attempted to search individual accounts of users who posted objectionable information
on the Internet; however, it later decided not to curtail anti-government discussions and the like.[183]
{89} A little closer to home, Canada has created a federal task force which is planning to provide a list of
recommendations for Internet regulation. At present, Canada does not regulate the Internet. However, some
expect that the Canadian government will announce its intention to regulate in the coming months.[184] This
expectation is based on a preliminary report from the government commission examining the Internet which
suggests that some form of regulation is necessary.[185]
{90} The Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission (C.R.T.C.) does not have the
authority to regulate the Internet. However, the Simon Wiesenthal Center submitted a brief[186] to several
prominent government agencies, such as the Department of Justice and Solicitor General's Office, suggesting
that the term "broadcasting" should include all forms of Internet communication, with the exception of
person-to-person communication.[187] Expanding the definition of broadcasting would permit the C.R.T.C.
to regulate the Internet.
{91} The Simon Wiesenthal Center believes that the Internet is not as "ubiquitous as it appears."[188] There
are only ten provincial networks in Canada, collectively known as "Cannet."[189] The Simon Wiesenthal
Center suggests that improper material be screened or edited out as it passes through Cannet. However,
Cannet supports self-regulation and is considering using subscriber contracts stipulating that users shall not
post pornography or violate copyright laws through the Internet.[190] If subscribers were to breach the
contract, their access would be terminated by Cannet.[191]
{92} According to the Canadian Director of the Simon Wiesenthal Center, Canada's version of the First
Amendment is fashioned so that actions to regulate content on the Internet might take place without violating
freedom of speech.[192] To the extent that obscene or improper material might still infiltrate Canada from
other countries, the Simon Wiesenthal Centre hopes that it can reach international agreements to control such
material.[193]
 
D. The Future of Internet Regulation?
{93} In some instances, our current framework of laws appears to sufficiently address certain legal issues
arising on the Internet. However, these issues are analogous to events already occurring in the real world. The
law is able to provide a remedy for these issues because they are not really "new," or because the law is able
to adapt to the Internet medium.
{94} The problem is that there are many additional and developing Internet issues which our existing
framework is ill-equipped to address. Our current laws either did not contemplate the existence of these novel
issues or are simply too narrowly defined to adapt to the complexities of this new medium of communication.
{95} Political pressure exists to pass regulatory measures which would severely inhibit the development and
growth of the Internet. Legislation aimed at restricting the Internet will be challenged on First Amendment
grounds and potentially held unconstitutional. It is difficult to imagine, even if such legislation were passed,
how it could be applied to individuals from other nations who distribute material to the United States. Within
our own country, it is unclear how "community standards" can be applied to Internet transmissions available
to every city, county, and state in America.
{96} The Cox-Wyden bill recognizes the inherent flaws within the Communications Decency Act, as well as
the potential benefits (primarily economic) to be gained from the Internet. Thus, the Cox-Wyden bill appeases
Internet users, software companies, on-line access providers and civil libertarians by taking a "hands-off"
approach to the Internet. The bill plays upon fears of First Amendment violations and diminished Internet
growth. It attempts to control improper material appearing on the Internet by encouraging the internal
development of screening devices. By way of example, the Cox-Wyden bill would surely applaud the
development of software programs such as "Net Nanny." This software prevents children from being able to
access certain information through a personal computer. Net Nanny advertises itself as the "Best Way to
Protect Your Children and Free Speech on the Internet."[194]
{97} The only real benefit from the Cox-Wyden bill is that it would ensure that the Internet remains
deregulated. It is doubtful whether such legislation would actually encourage Internet screening devices.
However, screening devices are certainly one way to address the back alleys of the Internet. As Jerry Berman
and Daniel Weitzner note:
The choice of an interactive architecture, with header information, makes effective screening by
the recipient possible. No longer will controversial material intrude into users' homes in the
manner that, in Congress' view, required steps to aid parents in protecting children. Rather, users
will request that particular information be delivered. These requests can be screened or
controlled by parents if necessary to limit their children's access to certain kinds of information.
[195]
The utility of the Cox-Wyden Bill would be magnified if it could ensure that Internet screening would be a
certain by-product. Screening and blocking devices may prove to be the most narrowly tailored alternative to
denying access to users altogether. However, without a regulatory body to oversee the implementation of
screening devices, the bill's effectiveness is undermined.
{98} In an ironic twist, the threat of regulatory legislation such as the CDA may result in the creation and
utilization of a screening mechanism for parents and users alike. A group of high-tech companies is joining
forces to develop a system to cope with indecent materials in Cyberspace.[196] This group will be comprised
of approximately two dozen corporations including Microsoft Corp., Apple Computer Co., AT&T Corp.,
Time Warner, Inc., and Spyglass, Inc.[197] It intends to develop a selection or rating system for material
entitled the "Platform for Internet Content Selection" (P.I.C.S.).[198] The group is led by the World Wide
Web Consortium at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.[199]
{99} P.I.C.S. intends to develop industry-wide standards for the Internet in an effort to obviate draconian
legislative measures.[200] It hopes to create software which will enable companies and organizations to label
information on the Internet.[201] Additionally, it would allow parents and teachers to prevent children from
accessing certain types of material such as pornography.[202] P.I.C.S. anticipates that its developmental
software will be available for implementation in the near future.[203] The success of a "hands off" approach
to Internet regulation is largely dependent on the success of these endeavors.
 V. Conclusion
{100} Internet legal issues are largely in a formative state, making broad conclusions about the ability of our
current law to handle issues arising from Internet activity. While some legislative reform is inevitable, it is
unclear the extent to which measures will be taken to implement government regulation or whether users will
be allowed to screen out certain types of information. When the government attempts to regulate the Internet,
it will have to circumvent constitutional challenges. However, if the Internet remains substantially
unregulated, some type of industry-wide screening system will be necessary to allow users to selectively
restrict certain types of material.
{101} Litigation concerning on-line matters will occur with greater frequency as the industry continues to
expand. Judicial resolutions may be the only avenue for companies and individuals to clear the Internet's
murky waters. In civil matters, increased litigation will equate to greater litigation costs and an increase in
potential liability for Internet access providers, the deep pockets of Cyberspace. Cases such as Prodigy
illustrate the vulnerabilities of access providers. Therefore, any legislation passed by Congress must include a
"knowledge" element to import liability upon access providers. It remains unclear whether the judiciary will
interpret this knowledge requirement broadly or narrowly.
{102} On an international level, it is clear that other countries are struggling to fashion an appropriate
response to Internet growth. Examining international issues is useful on two scores. First, the methods
employed and policy rationale of other nations permit the United States to consider how regulatory and open-
access approaches will function. Second, when Congress enacts legislation governing the Internet,
international agreements will be necessary to ensure the compliance of other countries. In either case, the
scope of Internet regulation must truly be considered on the larger global scale.
{103} Criminal Internet litigation poses a different problem. Because the courts generally interpret civil
statutes more broadly, criminal statutes need to be broadened by legislative actions in order to apply to the
Internet. Amending Virginia's child pornography laws to apply to digital transmissions is illustrative of this
movement. As on-line criminal activity increases, enforcement of existing laws by federal and state officials
will be critical. The interpretation of these laws, in either a broad or narrow fashion, will ultimately determine
how effectively our existing legal framework applies to the Internet.
{{END}}
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